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SECTION 1 · Chief of Staff’s Foreword

Chief of Staff’s 
Foreword

Army, Air Corps,
Naval Service

FOREWORD
The Defence Forces is facing 
a number of unique and 
unprecedented challenges at 
this time. I am very familiar 
with the issues involved and 
the challenges that we face as 
an organisation. Since taking 
up my role as Chief of Staff 
in September 2021, I have 
reflected on how Óglaigh na 
hÉireann can improve and 
develop, thereby ensuring that we are operationally ready 
for deployment at home and overseas, and ever-ready to 
carry out any roles assigned to us by Government. The 
Report submitted to Government by the Commission 
on the Defence Forces [CODF] provides a generational 
opportunity for Ireland and the development of Defence 
Policy. Most importantly, the approved recommendations 
will provide the Defence Forces with a roadmap to resource 
and develop to the benefit of all the members. 

The COVID pandemic and the deteriorating geopolitical 
situation in Eastern Europe, allied to the demands and 
effects of climate change, energy security supply and other 
threats to the global commons, all reinforce and underline 
the importance of an able and capable military instrument 
as part of a whole of government approach to security and 
defence. 

The difficulties surrounding retention and recruitment, 
including the associated issues concerning remuneration 
and service conditions, are fully recognised by my Office 
and by the wider General Staff. I appreciate that there are 
some areas where the Defence Forces do not control the 
decision-making levers, but there are also clearly other non-
pay areas where we do. It is in those areas that I believe we 
can collectively improve our conditions of service. It is my 
intent to drive positive change in these areas in order to 
realise the ‘total package’ of benefits associated with being 
a member of Óglaigh Na hÉireann.

I have identified three key priority areas as Chief of Staff 
that will guide staffing efforts and desired outputs. These 
priority areas are titled: Development & Wellbeing; 
Internal Communications; and The Commission on 
Future of Defence. These priorities focus on identifying 
and delivering projects and strands that can be progressed 

by the DF, our policies and procedures. Work has already 
commenced in some areas. My overall intent is to empower 
and improve retention conditions, to implement and 
progress positive means of internal communication, and to 
support and enable the modernisation and development of 
the Force through the implementation of the Commission 
Report. 

Branch Directorates, Formation and Service Commanders 
will assume an active responsibility for guiding and 
implementing projects within their sphere of influence 
and decision-making. Quarterly reviews will be provided to 
the General Staff in order to track progress. Responsible 
authorities are encouraged to innovate and to seek 
solutions that may call for systemic changes in mind-set 
and/or existing culture, policies or procedures. This takes a 
“mission command approach” to implementation and has 
developed a purpose, a method and preferred end state for 
each line of development in order to guide staff outputs.  
Directorates are encouraged to build on this direction and 
guidance and to submit proposals to the General Staff to 
operationalise lines of development within their areas of 
responsibility.

The General Staff and I fully value the contribution of 
every and each member of the Defence Forces. We should 
all be proud to call ourselves Óglaigh Na hÉireann. I 
encourage you all to strive for excellence in all aspects of 
our work. I expect members of the DF to inculcate and 
enable a work environment that facilitates a climate where 
each individual is an invested member in this Force and 
has the opportunity to reach their full potential. I, as Chief 
of Staff, commit to leading that process but I urge and 
demand every member of Óglaigh Na hÉireann to drive it, 
at all levels, to ensure that we can be true to our ethos and 
values, and to ensure that everyone has a voice, understands 
the vision and can contribute to its achievement. Together 
we can build a better Defence Forces for our successors, 
our wider society and ourselves.

Seán Clancy
Lieutenant General
Chief of Staff
 

Tá Óglaigh na hÉireann tiomanta do thimpeallacht oibre shábháilte, chompordach agus ar 
ardchaighdeán a chur ar fáil don phearsanra ar fad. Tá freagracht orainn ar fad caomhnú 
agus bainistiú a dhéanamh ar fhuinneamh agus ar uisce le linn na n-oibríochtaí agus na 
ngníomhaíochtaí a mbíonn muid páirteach iontu sa bhaile agus thar lear. Déanfaidh Óglaigh 
na hÉireann a Chóras Bainistithe Fuinnimh a choimeád agus a feabhsú go leanúnach chun 
úsáid fuinnimh agus uisce atá freagrach a chinntiú. 

Tá Óglaigh na hÉireann tiomanta do:

Feabhas leanúnach ar fheidhmíocht fuinnimh ar fud na heagraíochta a léiriú

A chinntiú go bhfuil creat i bhfeidhm chun cuspóirí agus spriocanna fuinnimh a leagan síos agus athbhreithniú a 
dhéanamh orthu de réir an Achta um Ghníomhú Aeráide agus um Fhorbairt Ísealcharbóin 2021 

Na hacmhainní agus an t-eolas atá ag teastáil chun fheidhmíocht úsáide fuinnimh agus uisce níos fearr a éascú a chur 
ar fáil d’fhonn cuspóirí agus spriocanna a bhaint amach

Breithniú a dhéanamh ar fheidhmíocht níos fearr ó thaobh fuinnimh de i bpleanáil agus i leagan amach oibríochtaí, 
cleachtaí agus gníomhaíochtaí eile

Feidhmíocht fuinnimh a bheith ina fachtóir lárnach agus trealamh agus seirbhísí nua á soláthar 

Gach riachtanas dlí agus riachtanais eile maidir le héifeachtúlacht, úsáid agus ídiú fuinnimh a chomhlíonadh, amhail 
Spriocanna don Earnáil Phoiblí 2030 faoin bPlean um Ghníomhú ar son na hAeráide 2019 agus an Comhaontú Glas don 
Eoraip lena bhfuil an aidhm uileghabhálach neodracht ó thaobh na haeráide a bhaint amach in Eoraip faoin mbliain 2050 

Laghdú a dhéanamh ar úsáid fuinnimh trí mhonatóireacht éifeachtach a dhéanamh ar fhuinneamh, smacht oibríochta 
a fheabhsú agus deiseanna cuí maidir le spáráil fuinnimh a chur i bhfeidhm mar atá molta ag pearsanra ar fud na 
heagraíochta

Déanfaidh Ceannasaithe ag leibhéal Foirmithe, Seirbhísí agus Suiteálacha cinnte go bhfuil an beartas seo curtha in iúl go 
soiléir agus go bhfuil na hacmhainní ar fad curtha ar fáil ag gach aon leibhéal d’fhonn é a chur i gcrích go rathúil.

POLASAÍ FUINNIMH 
ÓGLAIGH NA HÉIREANN

Arna shíniú ag:    
Ceann Foirne, Óglaigh na hÉireann
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COS Priorities: 
Campaign Plan

COS INTENT

Empower retention 
conditions.

Implement 
positive internal 
communication.

Support and enable 
transformation.

DESIRED
END STATE

Improve and 
progress DF 

members working 
experience.

DEVELOPMENT & 
WELLBEING

Training & Education

Security of Tenure

DF Welfare

CODF 
IMPLEMENTATION

Report Analysis & Force Design

Engagement

Implementation Method & Priorities

INTERNAL 
COMMUNICATIONS 

STRATEGY

Improve current means

Introduce new initiatives

Resource IC methods
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SECTION 3 · Development and Wellbeing

Development 
and Wellbeing

COS Priorities: 
Campaign Plan

DEVELOPMENT AND WELLBEING

WORK- 
LIFE 

BALANCE
TRAINING & 
EDUCATION DF WELFARE

SECURITY OF 
TENURE

TRAINING & EDUCATION

Purpose:  My intent is to improve access to, and the development of, all DF training opportunities (career, CPD, 
adventure sports) in  order to encourage, motivate and challenge our personnel to achieve their potential and be in a 
position to meet the challenges for the DF in 2030 and Beyond.

Method: We will achieve this, inter alia, by developing a Blended Learning & Remote Working environment to increase 
course capacities, by implementing the DF PME Strategy to enable career progression pathways, by improving funding 
opportunities for Continuous Professional Development applicants, by re-enforcing and enabling adventure training as 
a leadership development skill, and by identifying milestones/KPIs to assist in maintaining and monitoring progress and 
achieving established goals.

End  State:  We will be successful when we have maximised the full spectrum of available training, education and technology 
resources (both internal and external) and increased the number of students participating on DF courses of training, when 
we have implemented PME strategy and created clear career pathways for all ranks, when we have improved access to 
adventure and physical training facilities and when we have positioned DF training and education to maintain and develop 
military capability requirements for the future force.  

SECURITY OF TENURE

Purpose:  My intent is improve the employment working conditions for all our personnel and to enable all ranks to plan 
preferred career development pathways and to  balance work priorities with personnel wellbeing and career development 
opportunities in order to enable retention, career planning and the maintenance of DF capability.

Method: We will achieve this by, inter alia, introducing an ambition to retain personnel in appointments for longer 
periods of duration, by reviewing operational deployment requirements on-island and overseas, by enabling flexibility 
in the employment of numerical establishments to ensure capability and human resources are deployed in line with 
requirements, and by improving promotion models in negotiation with stakeholders.  

End State:  We will be successful when we have an appropriate and  flexible approach to DF staffing that enables increased 
certainty for individual employments, and ensures career pathways and a better work life balance.

DEFENCE FORCES WELFARE

Purpose:  My intent is to ensure that the training, education and clinical components of mental health and wellbeing 
support in the Defence Forces are delivered for our personnel in a manner that is comprehensive, coherent and multi-
disciplinary in order to ensure the life in the DF is a positive work experience driven by a military culture that is open, 
progressive and reflects all the values espoused by the DF.

Method:  We will achieve this by, inter alia, implementing the DF Mental Health and Wellbeing Strategy, cooperating with 
external partners and adhering to national strategies and policies, developing PSS initiatives, increasing and encouraging 
female participation levels at all ranks, introducing more family friendly practices and by delivering an ambitious training 
and education plan.

End state:  We will be successful when we have improved and created awareness of the “Total Package” on offer from 
the DF, improved approaches to mental and physical health and wellbeing  and access to CPD for all personnel and are 
positioned to recruit and retain membership to establishment figures.
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SECTION 3 · Development and Wellbeing

Training 
& Education

Training & 
Education

Blended 
Learning

Reduce residential course duration

Leadership Doctrine and DF Values

Increased External Education Course Funding

Enable increased course capacity

Instructor establishments and course capacity

Apprentice Training Opportunities

Remote working infrastructure

Develop Joint Strategic Level Courses

Adventure Training Concentrations

PME

CPD

Line of Development Goal  Key Performance Indicators
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SECTION 3 · Development and Wellbeing

Security of 
Tenure

Security of 
Tenure

Rank 
Appointments

 3 Year Snr Officer Postings (Lt Col & Col Ranks)

Flexible daily working hours

NCO promotion competition: OOM; Loyalty; Cse points

Capt Ranks redeployed from Tier 1/2 to Tier 3 Units

CS4 amendments to reflect DF SIS requirements

Reduce career course residential duration

Overseas deployments review

Acting ranks applications

DFTC Instructor Establishments – temporary instructors

Flexibility

Worklife 
Balance

Line of Development Goal  Key Performance Indicators
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DF Welfare

DF 
Welfare

Total Package

 Health & Family Friendly Initiatives

Organisation Culture Standing Committee

SEL Representation – DF Sgt Maj

PSS Strategy Implementation

Overseas Strategic HQ appointments

Training and Education Opportunities

Induction and career development review

NCO Promotion Competition Updated

Strategic Leadership Course (Overseas)

Gender / 
Diversity

NCO Career 
Development

Line of Development Goal  Key Performance Indicators
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SECTION 4 · INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS (IC)

Internal 
Communications (IC)

COS Priorities: 
Campaign Plan

INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS (IC)

INFORMATION 
FLOW

RESOURCE IC 
METHODS

INTRODUCE IC 
INITIATIVES

IMPROVE IC 
MEANS

IMPROVE CURRENT IC MEANS

Purpose: My intent is to improve existing internal communication means and methods and to develop and facilitate 
collaborative engagement at all levels in order to ensure clear lines of communication from the strategic to the tactical, 
to counter ill-informed rumors, to improve work relationships and build trust in the leadership and management of the 
Defence Forces and to ensure all personnel are fully informed on the DF mission, vision and future direction.

Method: We will achieve this by, inter alia, improving the flow and distribution of information through existing 
communication channels, by increasing the routine dissemination of DF information circulars and mass mails, by 
sequencing the conduct of conferences at the strategic, operational and tactical levels so that information disseminated 
is timely and relevant, by further developing public facing social media platforms, and by engaging collaboratively with 
defence stakeholders to advance the vision and purpose of the defence forces.

End State: We will be successful when we have, within means and capabilities, maximised and developed the current use 
of IC methods, have increased levels of engagement at unit, formation and DFHQ level, have invigorated the  internal 
audience, have increased the number of general staff engagements at unit level, have increased public facing media 
interaction, and ensured clear lines of communication flow exist within the DF network.

RESOURCE IC METHODS

Purpose: My intent is to resource the DF’s ability and capability to inform, influence and engage with all of our personnel 
utilising channels designed to ensure that the flow of information is seamless and accessible at all levels in order to 
ensure that all ranks are notified and apprised on developments and can easily access information that affects service and 
employment conditions.

Method: We will achieve this by, inter alia, securing appropriate levels of funding & access to technical resources and 
services (internal & external), enhancing the full spectrum of IC means available, developing new IC channels where 
identified, and maximising the training and education opportunities and skills for line and technical personnel.

End State: We will be successful when we have appropriately resourced our IC methods, increased our capacity and means 
to inform our personnel, and enhanced the flow and means of information enablers at all levels.

INTRODUCE NEW IC INITIATIVES

Purpose: My intent is to introduce new communication platforms and methods to improve the range and scope of DF 
information sharing tools and to enable constructive access for all ranks to DF communication platforms in order to 
reinforce knowledge, enable information dissemination techniques, develop esprit de corps and limit potential impacts 
linked to misinformation.

Method: We will achieve this by, inter alia, developing a bespoke DF App, publishing and distributing a COS monthly 
newsletter, installing outdoor electronic notice boards and establishing innovative IC platforms accessible to all personnel 
in all DF locations.

End state: We will be successful when we have introduced new initiatives to reinforce and support the current IC strategy, 
are communicating timely and relevant information to all levels of the organisation, and are resourced to develop and 
deliver innovative approaches to meet information and communication objectives.
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SECTION 4 · INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS (IC)

Improve Current 
IC Means
Line of Development Goal  Key Performance Indicators

Improve 
Current IC 

Means

Information 
Circulars

GS Conf 
Information 

Flow

Public Facing 
Social Media 

Platforms

Civ-Mil 
Engagements

Mass Mails – Representative Associations

Bi - monthly GS Conf format change

Military.ie

Assign DF email accounts to all ranks

SEL participation – formations

Joint Briefing Sessions – DF Courses

60 Sec News slots

Unit SEL Talks to Troops

DF / DoD Staff Seminars
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SECTION 4 · INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS (IC)

Introduce New IC 
Initiatives
Line of Development Goal  Key Performance Indicators

Introduce 
New IC 

Initiatives

DF APP

COS Monthly 
Newsletter

Service SEL led 
seminars for Jnr 
enlisted ranks

Main Gate Electronic 
Notice Boards

Information 
Circulars

Unit Content Managers

Content Authentication

Joint Briefing Sessions – DF Courses

DF / DoD Staff Seminars
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SECTION 4 · INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS (IC)

Resources IC 
Methods

Resources IC 
Methods

IKON 
Management

Press 
Information 

Cells

CS4 Provision

CS4 Provision

Civilian contractor support

Training and Education Opportunities

Line of Development Goal  Key Performance Indicators
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SECTION 5 · Commission on Defence Forces (CODF)

Commission on 
Defence Forces 
(CODF)

COS Priorities: 
Campaign Plan

COMMISSION ON DEFENCE FORCES (CODF)

IMPLEMENT 
REPORT

PLAN & 
PRIORITIES ENGAGEMENT

ANALYSIS & 
FORCE DESIGN

ANALYSIS & FORCE DESIGN

Purpose: My intent it to conduct a full and detailed analysis of the CODF Report and its recommendations and to use that 
analysis to support a clear, defined and controlled future force design process.

Method: We will achieve this by establishing a full time Civ-Mil Implementation Management Office (IMO) that will 
be supported by functional SME working groups at the Strategic, Joint and Service levels. The IMO and working group 
members will be tri-service, drawn from enlisted and commissioned ranks and wherever possible reflect the range of 
competencies and diversities required to inform the implementation of government approved recommendations.

End State: We will be successful when we have performed an in-depth analysis and identified and designed a fit for purpose 
future force.

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN & PRIORITIES

Purpose: My intent is to develop and execute a clear and detailed Implementation Plan that prioritises and sequences the 
key actions and CODF recommendations required in order to develop the future DF required to address the Government’s 
identified level of ambition.

Method: We will achieve this by identifying and prioritising the key recommendations and enablers that are required to 
establish new C2 and joint structures, that will deliver strategic HR and culture change, that will revitalise the RDF, that 
will deliver a joint capability development planning process, and that will reform and restructure the DF.

End State: We will be successful when we have identified and prioritised the key recommendations, have developed and 
agreed an Action Plan, and have established and defined a modernisation agenda that includes specific and measurable 
milestones and timelines.

ENGAGEMENT

Purpose: My intent is to ensure that all DF personnel are fully conversant with and apprised on the CODF Report 
Implementation plan. I expect to deliver a modernisation agenda that addresses and considers concerns and ambitions 
raised through planned and regularly scheduled communication engagements in order to ensure that all members of the 
Defence Forces can make a contribution to and influence advice and decision making.

Method: We will achieve this through regular dissemination of information circulars that will outline the key developments, 
significant decision and timelines, and by conducting information roadshows and General Staff engagements.

End state: We will be successful when DF personnel are fully informed on the implementation plan for the future force, 
have an appreciation of the effects and ambitions of the plan and have had opportunities to engage with the implementation 
and communication process.
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Report Analysis and 
Force Design

Report 
Analysis and 
Force Design

DF 
Implementation 

Staff

Press 
Information 

Cells

CS4 Provision – Tri Service

CS4 Provision

Civilian contractor support

Training and Education Opportunities

Line of Development Goal  Key Performance Indicators
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